13 Dec 1963 - Memo to Special Group

Subject: "Financial Support to Chilean Democratic Front Pres. Candidate Allende"

$20,000 - Radical Cnsr. Keep A. Form

Shaj workforce Allende.

[Conceraped Part., Intend., Radical] 1962

19 April - 30 August 1962 Special Group

Agreed funds, PDC

E.O. 13526, section 3.3(b)(1)

Keep Duran in race becomes 40% of Radical security work for Allende.

16 June 1964

Memo for Special Group


As of this date

"A variety of activities have been undertaken to
deni gate Allende and change his public
image by linking him more closely with the Communists. Since it was not possible
to find a Castro/Allende photo
archived, these photos are now being
"created" for distribution throughout Cia."

DECLASSIFIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE INTERAGENCY
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION APPEALS PANEL.
E.O. 13526, SECTION 5.3(b)(3)
ISCAP No. 2000-009, document 26
Memo for 303 Committee dated 21 July 1964

"Supplementary Suppor for the
Cheney Peo. Elect. of 4 Sept. 1964
request an addition of $500,000"

Memo for 303 Committee of 25 Jan. 1965
7 March 1965
$175,000 to operate 35 selected candidates

A second advantage (a) the defeat of

one person number of men - FRAP

party who are running on the same

party ticket with the more moderate

pro-U.S. candidate who receives our

support, and (b) the placement

in congress of a few candidates

who are intelligent collection assets

in response to our guidance.

Signed by Ambassador Dinger

To 40 Committee - 15 March 1971

"Progress Report on Program for

RC April 1971 elections, including

1 PDC Request for Add. E. funds

On 25 Jan 1971 the 40 Committee agreed

1,240,000 to Chili opposite party

to April 1971 money election. It's

money needs for additive $165,000

for PDC"
10 Dec 1971

to 40

"Request for Funds for 16 Jan 1972
By: Electro in Chile"

160,000 for two condos

"As the same time the political apparatus
is becoming increasingly dependent on external
(and U.S. government) financial support."

"As the Allende government enters its
second year it is evident that
the apparatus has acquired new strength
and confidence. The organization in media
that are financially supported by
Santiago Station has been in
favor of the increased resistance
to the Allende regime."

El Mercurio

1 Dec Women March

"The March, which was organized
by the apparatus to protect food shortages
& the elements of Ushua in Chile
included some 30,000 women & older agers
& children. I met women's groups which had been organized
by a Station agent in recent months
participating in the march along
with PN & PDC women & youngsters."

Photo Copy
from
Gerald R. Ford Library
10 April 1972

To 40 - "Request for Additional Funds to El Mercado"

"The $1,000,000 was passed to El Mercado by repatriated dollars in accordance with a black market rate of 67.8: $1.00, thus $64,000,000 was raised in these transactions."

The current rate in April 1972 was $1.00.

13 Oct 1972 -

To Committee "Chile - Financial Support of Opposed Parties & Private Sector in March 1973 - Imperial Electric"

"Pledged $1,427,666 for industrial parties & private sector for emergency assistance to the..."
E.O. 13526, section 3.3(b)(1)

"The dollar rates shown are average, and calculated on the basis of the current black market rate of approximately 300 escudos to the dollar."

Need 21 Sept 1972 authoy for development of 30,000 Chelsea private sector.

"Initial funding will be continued on the approval of the 940 Committee. Authoy for development of 21 Sept anamente 1972 in Chelsea private sector."

15 Feb 1973. For another $200,000.

"In order to overcome existing thiếu needs in the Stalinist state of 1981, the party leaders have had to deal with living standards, which normally should be under control by party leaders."

Photo Copy
from
Gerald R. Ford Library
46 Committee - 13 July 1973

Chair: "Request for Funds to Support
Opposition Political Party and
Socotra Opposition thru Jan 1974"

$1,000,000 —

"$25,000 is also required
to enable the business community,
to continue to show a slow down
implementation of U.P. program."

E.O. 13526, section 3.3(b)(1)

to develop
programs in coordination with the
CODE efforts which are designed
to back a slow-down
implementation of U.P. program.

Options:

A. without formal support complete for
the opposition group —
Since Jan of 1971 the Committee has
placed 37, 176, 166

$25,000 for grantees — "The
expenditure request for the grant
accept will be subject to G. approval."

7 Jan 1974

Request for $60,000 for PDC
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